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Int. No. 208

By Council Members Barron, Mendez, Vann, Williams, Levin, Dickens, Ferreras, Comrie, James, Jackson,
Rodriguez and Wills

A Local Law to amend the administrative code of the city of New York, in relation to the criteria used to
determine when to launch an investigation into the whereabouts of a missing person.

Be it enacted by the Council as follows:
Section 1.  Legislative Intent and Findings.  The City Council hereby finds and declares that the
criteria used to determine when to commence an immediate investigation into the whereabouts of
missing persons must be expanded.  The circumstances surrounding the tragic and untimely death of
Ms. Romona Moore, a 21-year old, bright and ambitious Hunter College student from Canarsie,
demonstrate the necessity for this reform.
Current police practice in the City of New York requires an immediate investigation of a person
reported missing who is (a) under 16 years of age; (b) 65 years of age or older; (c) mentally or
physically impaired to the extent hospitalization is required; (d) senile, retarded or disabled and not
capable of self-care or clear communication; (e) a possible victim of drowning; (f) absent in a
“unique/unusual” case; or (g) absent under circumstances indicating unaccountable or involuntary
disappearance.  If a person does not fit into one of these enumerated categories, an immediate
investigation is not required. The New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) Missing Persons Squad
is to be notified regarding the progress of the missing persons search within a reasonable time, which
the NYPD defines as within four hours but no later than the end of the tour, but the case itself is not
referred to this special unit until seven days have elapsed.
The deficiencies in these immediate investigation criteria are reflected in Romona Moore’s case.  Ms.
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Moore did not fit within any of the categories of persons enumerated in the NYPD’s Patrol Guide, and
thus an investigation did not commence until three days after the filing of a missing person’s report by
her family.  Despite the insistence of her family that her case was unusual and unique because her
habits and patterns were
well known to them, the police did not immediately commence a search.  This failure to search had
tragic consequences; the young woman’s body was found only a few blocks from her home just one
week after her she was reported missing.  Information vital to Ms. Moore’s disappearance may have
been recovered and she may be alive today if such an investigation was launched upon notice of her
disappearance.
Law enforcement officials acknowledge that the first 24 to 72 hours is crucial in locating a person who
is missing; after that time, the prospects of locating a person become dim.  To ensure that the tragedy
that befell Romona Moore does not occur again, the Council finds that the age at which an immediate
missing persons investigation is required must be increased to 25, that the NYPD must consider
whether an absence is inconsistent with a person’s usual patterns, habits and schedule as known by
family, friends and acquaintances, and that a missing persons case must be referred to the NYPD’s
Missing Person’s Squad after three days.
§2. Chapter 1 of title 14 of the administrative code of the city of New York is amended by adding a
new section 14-152 to read as follows:
§14-152.  Missing Persons Investigations
a.  This provision shall be known and may be cited as Romona Moore’s Law.
b.  The New York City Police Department shall immediately investigate and/or search, without any
waiting period whatsoever, for persons who are New York City residents, reported to be missing, and
who are:
i.  under 26 years of age; or
ii.  mentally/physically impaired to the extent that hospitalization may be required; or
iii.  senile, retarded or disabled and not capable of self-care or clear communication; or
iv.  65 years of age or older; or
v.  missing under circumstances which constitute a unique/unusual case; or
vi.  missing under circumstances indicating unaccountable or involuntary disappearance; or
vii. a possible drowning victim.
c.  In determining whether a person is missing under circumstances indicating unaccountable or
involuntary disappearance, or in a unique or unusual case, the police department shall, in addition to
other factors, consider whether such an absence is inconsistent with a person’s usual patterns, habits
and schedule as known by friends, acquaintances or family.
d.  An immediate investigation or search is not required for persons wanted for crimes, or persons
wanted on warrants, or persons eighteen years of age or older, who have left home voluntarily
because of domestic, financial or similar reasons.
e.  Upon receiving a missing persons report, the bureau within the New York City Police Department
that receives the report shall immediately notify the New York City Police Department’s Missing
Persons Squad.  In addition, if the person is still missing after 72 hours, the bureau that received the
report shall refer the case to the New York City Police Department’s Missing Persons Squad.
§3.  This local law shall take effect thirty days after its enactment.
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